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SGT-400 gas turbine at SEAT – 
Together all the way
The heart of one of the most efficient plants in Europe.



Customer Benefits

"The SGT-400 is the heart of the plant, 
because without it, nothing works." 

Enrique López Blanco, Cogeneration Manager SEAT Martorell

In 2011, SEAT decided to upgrade their power plant with the latest variant of the SGT-400 
(15 MW) gas turbine to make the energy production more efficient and sustainable. Today, 
the plant generates 40% of the power and over 90% of the thermal energy required for 
production, and helps to improve the environmental footprint of the production facility.

The challenge

In the Martorell production facility, reliable power supply 
is crucial. SEAT was looking for a highly efficient turbine 
that would also contribute to their efforts to cut down 
emissions. They decided to go for the latest 15 MW 
variant of the SGT-400 but experienced a number of 
unforeseen stoppages in the first year because the model 
was the first of its series.

Our solution

Thanks to a very close collaboration between SEAT and 
Siemens engineers including field service and R&D, various 
aspects of the engine were improved and issues resolved. 
The improvements had been focused on three areas: long 
lasting spark ignitors for the combustion system, improved 
bleed valves and pressure control valves added to the oil 
circuit

As a result, the gas turbine runs continuously for 8,000 hours 
per year, with high reliability and an electrical efficiency that 
even exceeds the originally planned 34%. The overall 
thermal efficiency of the plant is more than 90%.

• Primary energy savings – reduced fuel costs
• Security of supply – reliability improvement
• Improved eco-footprint of the SEAT production site:

The cogeneration plant has an equivalent 
environmental impact of preventing nearly 10 tons of 
NOx emissions per year.

• Demonstrated annual operation without involuntary 
stoppage

• One of the most efficient manufacturing plants in 
Europe 



“We have a vision for the company [...], we 
want to  focus on quality and efficiency.  In 
SEAT Martorell, we have three production 
lines. Approximately every minute a car is 
produced in each line. [...] You need to have a 
certain level of productivity and very high 
efficiency which implies very robust 
processes. The collaboration with Siemens 
helps us to guarantee these processes.” 
Javier Pérez
Maintenance Manager SEAT Martorell

A wide range of offerings

We provide a broad range of in-house capabilities 
and a full array of services, including plant 
engineering, procurement, transportation logistics, 
construction management, technical field 
assistance, commissioning and operation & 
maintenance. All services are supported by 
stringent project, quality and EHS management.

Scope of supply at the whole SEAT 
production facility:

• SGT-400 gas turbine
• Corrective Long Term Program (LTP)
• SIMATIC b.data Energy Management system
• Electrical motors in combination with SIRIUS soft

starters
• Industrial automation systems
• Digital pressure transmitter SITRANS
• SINAMICS frequency converters
• Building automation system Desigo
• Totally Integrated Automation (TIA)
• Automated warehouse

Robust twin-shaft turbine with highest efficiency 
in its power class

The SGT-400 is a simple, robust twin-shaft gas 
turbine suitable for both power generation and 
mechanical drive applications. The product services 
the 10 – 15 MW power range and can be used in all 
climates, both onshore and offshore. It offers the 
highest efficiency in its power class and incorporates 
the latest aerodynamic and combustion technologies.

The SGT-400 (15 MW) at SEAT, with improved power 
output and overall fuel efficiency, uses much less 
natural gas than the previously installed turbine 
while delivering the same output. This means that 
the upgrade pays for itself and also improves the eco-
footprint of the SEAT production site.
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